Track20 Tools

Track20 develops tools that help partners—at both the country and global level—make more strategic, data-based decisions. Typically, new tools are developed in direct response to questions being raised in the field and analyses commonly requested by Ministries. Tools are designed to be user-friendly and intuitive, and in most cases, they are publicly available online and can be used independently, without Track20 facilitation. Country stakeholders across the globe routinely use Track20 tools to advance their program monitoring and planning, and other projects have adopted, or worked with Track20 to adapt, tools for use in their own work.

Brief descriptions of some of Track20’s most popular tools are below. Visit the Track20 Tools page on the Track20 website for more information and access to tools. Tools are categorized into three groups:

1. Tools for production of annual FP indicators
2. Tools for strategic planning and evidence-based decision making
3. Tools that support sustainability through system changes to HMIS

Tools for Production of Annual FP Indicators

This set of tools was developed to respond to the needs of countries to have more frequent data and standardized monitoring approaches.

Family Planning Estimation Tool (FPET)

FPET is a web application that uses all available survey data to develop annual estimates of mCPR, unmet need, and demand for family planning satisfied by modern methods beyond the date of the last survey and into the future. FPET can be used at the national and sub-national levels. Service statistics can also be incorporated into the estimation process by inputting the Estimated Modern Use (EMU) indicator, which is generated through the SS to EMU Tool. Initially developed to inform annual reporting, the tool has been embraced by countries as an essential part of their ongoing monitoring and strategic planning; the Bureaus of Statistics in the Philippines, Zimbabwe, and Uganda have officially endorsed the use of FPET for annual mCPR estimates.

FPET Training Module

This comprehensive training module is an online resource that can be used by individual learners to self-teach the material, or by educators to create a curriculum around FPET and the use of predictive modeling to monitor family planning programs. The module includes a variety of PowerPoint presentations with detailed speaker notes, instructional videos, practice exercises, and resources that can be combined to fit the user’s needs and time frame.

Service Statistics to Estimated Modern Use (SS to EMU) Tool

The SS to EMU Tool converts a country’s own service statistics data into Estimated Modern Use (EMU), a service statistics-based indicator that can be used to track population-level changes in contraceptive use at regional, national, and cross-national levels. The EMU can be used as input into FPET to introduce service statistics into the annual estimation process. The tool also guides the user through a thorough data review process designed
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to improve data quality and use, open dialogue between data and program staff, and provide annual tracking of changes in contraceptive use between surveys.

**FP Impacts Tool**
This Excel-based calculator, previously called FP2020 Core Indicator 1-9 Tool, helps countries understand the impact of family planning on other key health indicators based on UNPD population data and some country-specific data entered by the user. The tool estimates the number of unintended births and then estimates the number of unintended births prevented, abortions averted, and maternal deaths averted due to FP use. The tool also projects future trends of unmet need and automatically generates a 1-page brief to easily share information.

**Tools for Strategic Planning and Evidence-Based Decision Making**
With limited resources available, Ministries often need to make tough decisions about where to put their focus and resources to achieve their family planning goals. The tools below were developed to help countries better understand opportunities and gaps in their programming, allowing them to make informed decisions about prioritization.

**FP Goals**
This innovative model was designed to improve strategic planning. FP Goals combines demographic data, family planning program information, and evidence from more than 70 studies to estimate the potential effectiveness of diverse interventions on increasing mCPR. The model shows the mCPR growth estimated in each scenario, as well as the relative contribution of each intervention. Results can be used to assess a realistic mCPR goal, and support discussions on prioritization of interventions.

**FP Goals Lite**
This online, interactive version of FP Goals uses available family planning data to illustrate how initiating or scaling up different interventions might affect a country’s modern contraceptive prevalence rate (mCPR) among all women of reproductive age. This tool is meant to provide a quick glance at results based on select interventions. It does not replace the more robust results you would get from a full application of FP Goals.

**Country Opportunity briefs**
Track20 Country Opportunity Briefs bring together a wide range of data sources to explore potential opportunities for family planning, considering areas related to demand for contraception, availability and access to services, quality and equity, and the enabling environment.
Maximum CPR Tool
The Max CPR Tool allows policymakers, family planning advocates, and individuals to determine a country's highest potential contraceptive prevalence rate (CPR), both in terms of use for spacing and for limiting, based on an ideal number of children and key demographic life events. Understanding the highest potential level of CPR achievable under current circumstances in a population leads to realistic expectations and appropriate policy implementation.

Potential Market of Self-Injectable Contraceptive Users Model
This Injectable Use Model is a web-based tool developed by Track20 to estimate the number of potential subcutaneous injectable (SC) and self-injectable (SI) users annually through 2030. The model allows users to manipulate key parameters that will impact the projections and displays results for three scenarios that incorporate factors related to policies, capacity, and current injectable contraceptive use.

mCPR Impact Model
This model was developed to help countries estimate the potential impact of declines in mCPR due to pandemics like COVID-19, natural disasters, and complex emergencies, which can reduce access to contraception and contribute to declines in contraceptive use. The tool shows how these declines impact important reproductive health outcomes (unintended pregnancies, unsafe abortions, and maternal deaths) to advocate to ensure continued focus on supply of services & commodities in this time of unrest and demonstrate the potential impacts if services are shut down and prevalence declines. Multiple FP2020 country governments have used the tool to gauge the potential impact of the pandemic on FP programming.

Interactive Equity Tool
In an effort to examine inequity in family planning through many lenses, Track20 explored demand satisfied for modern methods through five dimensions (age, education, geography, parity, and wealth), mapping inequities within countries and across time. The tool shows demand satisfied at the national level and defines inequitable groups as subsets of the population with demand satisfied either 10%, 20%, or 30% below the national average. Creating a "Concentration of Inequity" highlights the intersectionality of inequities in family planning and allows for more data-informed programming. The tool is pre-loaded with data to display multiple aspects of inequity for 15 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa through engaging data visualizations.
Tools that Support Sustainability through System Changes to HMIS

A key area of focus for Track20 is expanding the use of country-collected service statistics - this includes working to improve the quality of service statistics and to improve how the data is used to monitor progress and make strategic decisions. A sustainable way to incorporate more regular data quality review and analysis that can be used to guide programming is to build these functions into a country’s health management information system, which in many countries is DHIS2. In other cases, the tools are not embedded but pull data from HMIS. These tools define a quality-based approach to routine data and expand use of HMIS.

DHIS2/HMIS Family Planning Module*

To support capacities to interpret signals from routine data and to expand access to the analyses and data visualizations most often requested of the project, Track20 has developed the DHIS2/HMIS Family Planning Module (FP Module). The module is an FP-focused environment that can be embedded in an existing DHIS2 system. It serves as a “one-stop-shop” for FP data quality review and automated analyses and data visualizations configured to meet the specific needs and demands of each country. The FP Module includes high-level data displays of priority indicators designed for decision-makers, detailed analysis of a range of programmatic indicators for program and M&E staff, and tools for reviewing data quality, developing additional analysis, and generating the Track20-developed Estimated Modern Use (EMU) and Proxy Availability Indicators for routine monitoring. In some countries, the module has been expanded beyond FP to capture the broader RMNCH environment.

Nigeria Maternal, Newborn and Child Health (MNCH) Tool*

The tool is designed to help Nigerian states review and visualize data to monitor progress in maternal and child health programming. By pulling data from both the DHS survey and DHIS2 system, the tool provides the user with simple visualizations through which they can track and compare trends over time, and quickly flag data outliers that may indicate data quality or programmatic issues.

Monthly SS to EMU Tool*

The monthly version of the EMU tool was developed in response to the global pandemic’s effects on service demand and delivery. The public sector had to be particularly alert to disruptions in the supply of services and data since the sector was also taking on new tasks. The inclusion of monthly data has added a new more granular layer to the established SS to EMU quality review process, making it easier to see seasonal effects and identify outliers due to those versus those due to data quality issues, and providing data and visualizations for timely district level planning.